Are you suffering from Library Nostalgia?

Our library in 2015, a huge space; but what do you notice? there is nobody there!
I want....

A library that promotes reading
I want....

A library that promotes collaboration
I want....

A library that promotes strategic thinking
I want....

A library that promotes communication and use of technology
I want....

A library that promotes flexibility and tolerance

- Playing a game
- LYRIC WRITING + GUITAR
- READING
- Rehearsing a speech
- STUDYING
Are you suffering from Library Nostalgia?

I, Pencil
Leonard Read.

Leave all creative energies uninhibited.
Merely organize society to act in harmony with this lesson.
Ownership of Space / Communication

- Interior design
- Chess Competition
- Collaboration
- Service Action
- Puzzles
- Interactive TV
- Scribble table communication
- Thinking
- Marbles – Social interaction / communication
Affect on Circulation Stats'
Key changes implemented 2016-2019

- Move the library to a central location.
- Commence device loans and printing.
Key changes implemented 2016-2019

- Gave Students Ownership of the Room.
- Organised Fiction by Genre
- Students Made Personalised Section Headers
- Allow Students to Move the Furniture
Key changes implemented 2016-2019

- Established a single period read class embedded in the curriculum to put a value back to secondary reading and time for the IFC.
- Show links to curriculum and support learning.
Key changes implemented 2016-2019

- Built a reading garden to help make more space as we are now in demand!
Key changes implemented 2016-2019

- Expanded the garden due to popularity.
- Built an amphitheatre to utilise our outdoor space.
Key changes implemented 2016-2019

- Removed the shhh! (at break & lunch)
- Permitted eating and drinking
- Established student centric services such as peer on peer mentoring.
Multi-functional place of information sharing

- LYRIC WRITING + GUITAR
- READING
- Playing a game
- Rehearsing a speech
- STUDYING
• Move the library to a central location.

• Give student ownership of the room.

• Give students time to read; put value on reading.

• Eating/drinking in the library permitted.

• Remove the Shhh!

• Provide services that students need and relate to.

• Designed a Reading Garden

Key changes implemented in 2016-2019

Circulation Statistics in the Library 2015-2019
Consider the space available. Be creative. Consider how your space can impact collaboration and sharing of ideas.

Library

Collaboration, resources, services

students

teachers
Because, I believe....

LIBRARIES SHOULD FOSTER A CULTURE OF EXCHANGE AND SPECIALISATION, LIBRARIES SHOULD NURTURE AND PROMOTE EXCHANGE.